Case Series Investigating the Clinical Practice Experience of Serum-Derived Bovine Immunoglobulin/Protein Isolate (SBI) in the Clinical Management of Patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease
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Abstract

Background: Serum-derived bovine immunoglobulin/protein isolate (SBI), a specially formulated oral protein source of >50% IgG and ~60% total immunoglobulins, has a multifaceted mechanism of action binding microbial components, maintaining gastrointestinal immune balance, managing gut barrier function and improving nutrient utilization. IBD animal models and a human refractory case study demonstrated that SBI can attenuate both inflammatory biomarkers and histological parameters in the bowel. Additionally, SBI is intended for the clinical dietary management of intestinal disorders due to limited/impaired capacity to ingest, digest, absorb or metabolize certain nutrients/foodstuffs or clinical dietary management of chronic loose and frequent stools. Given the known efficacy of SBI in gastrointestinal disorders and effects demonstrated in IBD animal models, SBI may help in the nutritional management of Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients.

Methods: In a clinical practice setting, we retrospectively evaluated seven ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) patients who incorporated SBI into their therapeutic regimens. All patients previously failed to adequately respond to conventional drug therapies. Their SBI response was assessed to determine its effect on further management in IBD patients.

Results: The addition of SBI for nutritional management resulted in improved IBD symptoms including chronic loose and frequent stools. The UC patients reported resolution of symptoms such as rectal bleeding, urgency, and/or nocturnal incontinence. The CD patients reported weight improvements, other therapy reductions, and/or decrease ileostomy output and creatinine levels.

Conclusion: Although this was a retrospective assessment of a small case series, the evidence suggests that SBI provided further management of IBD patients who were not fully controlled on traditional therapies by providing for distinctive nutritional requirements in these patients. Further study is warranted to evaluate this option as part of IBD therapy.
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While there may be many factors that contribute to IBD, current treatment methods target the clinical symptoms associated with the inflammatory and immune responses [1]. Commonly, these consist of various pharmaceutical agents such as 5-aminosalicylic acid, corticosteroids, immunosuppressents and immunomodulators [5]. Biologics are the newest option for IBD treatment and work by targeting and suppressing TNF-α or by binding to integrin α4β7 in order to reduce inflammation [6,7]. However, some patients have been found to develop antibodies to anti-TNF biological agents and lose response to the treatment [6]. Although no specific organism has been linked with IBD, it has been shown that IBD patients lack diversity in gut microbiota [8,9] and have a disruption of the intestinal barrier [10]. Thus, antibiotics have also been used to manage IBD in an effort to reduce intestinal bacteria and to suppress the gastrointestinal immune response [11].

All of these various therapeutic options are used in an effort to avoid the need for surgery and address complications associated with IBD. Since there is no cure for IBD, current treatment goals according to the Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America are to induce
remission, maintain remission by preventing flare-ups, and improve overall quality of life [11]. For a patient being treated with UC, 70% with active disease are likely to relapse with another flare within the following year while 30% in remission are likely to relapse within the following year. For patients being treated for CD, about 20% in remission will relapse within one year [4]. On average in any given year, about 48% of patients with UC and 45% of CD patients will be in remission [4].

Other therapeutic approaches are still needed to manage IBD and achieve greater stability in the overall remission of this condition. Furthermore, by controlling inflammation, the intestines can properly absorb essential nutrients [11], which can further enhance the well-being and maintenance of IBD patients. Serum-derived bovine immunoglobulin/protein isolate (SBI) was considered for therapy in CD and UC patients in this practice due to positive results in management of chronic loose and frequent stools in a variety of GI conditions [12-14] as well as in animal models [15,16] and a human case study of UC [17]. Based on the results presented herein, SBI may be a nutritional add-on therapy which can provide distinct nutrition unique for further management in IBD.

Methods

This is a retrospective case series of seven patients with IBD: 3 patients with UC and 4 patients with CD. No formal inclusion or exclusion criteria were used in the assessment of these particular cases but rather the fact that patients were refractory to standard IBD therapy and provided SBI therapy as part of therapeutic regimen. Given the ability of SBI to manage chronic loose and frequent stools in other gastrointestinal conditions [12-17], it was considered as a therapeutic option for the management of IBD patients who often experience similar symptoms. Additionally, due to the proposed mechanism of action of SBI [18] and animal models in IBD [15,16], it was reasoned that SBI might also restore a homeostatic immune balance which may enhance management of UC and CD. SBI was utilized as part of a standard-of-care nutritional approach for the management of each patient’s condition reported here and their individual response to the SBI addition to therapy was assessed.

Serum-derived Bovine Immunoglobulin/Protein Isolate

Serum-derived bovine immunoglobulin/protein isolate (SBI) is a prescription medical food product intended to provide for the distinctive nutritional requirements unique for the clinical dietary management of specific intestinal disorders [e.g., irritable bowel syndrome with diarrhea (IBS-D), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and HIV-associated enteropathy] under physician supervision [19]. SBI, as an oral protein source with >50% IgG, 1% IgA and 5% IgM as well as other serum proteins, has a multifaceted mechanism of action (Figure 1) which includes binding to microbial components within the intestinal tract, sterically preventing the penetration of antigens through damaged epithelial cell tight junctions and normalizing immune response due to steric and immune exclusion [18,20]. This has downstream effects which include both the maintenance of GI immune balance and management of gut barrier function resulting in improved nutrient utilization [18].

![Figure 1: Mechanism of action of serum-derived bovine Immunoglobulin. SBI action begins with the immunoglobulin content binding to intraluminal microbial components, leading to downstream effects that include maintenance of homeostatic mucosal immune balance, management of gut barrier function with evidence of increased expression of tight junction proteins between epithelial cells, and improved small bowel mucosal nutrient absorption. Used by permission from Entera Health.](image-url)
presented for over 10 years as intermittent episodes of 10-12 loose bowel movements/day along with urgency, bleeding and mucous discharge. The pouchitis was recently exacerbated but conventional therapy of budesonide and ciprofloxacin for 14 days that failed to improve his condition and a pouchoscopy revealed no new findings. Although pouchitis can resolve spontaneously, many patients have frequent recurrent episodes. The patient was given SBI 5 g/day as monotherapy because of the aforementioned mechanism of action for SBI. At the 6 week follow-up visit, the patient reported no diarrhea (loose or watery stools), urgency, blood or mucous in his stools. The patient has maintained SBI 5 g/day therapy for nearly 6 months without any exacerbations of the pouchitis. As such, this is the longest period of time that the patient has remained without symptomatic pouchitis.

A 24-year-old Caucasian male (Patient 3) presented with loose/water bowel movements and rectal bleeding. There was no medical history or recent medication suggestive of any specific issues. A flexible sigmoidoscopy was performed and indicated a Mayo Grade 3 ulcerative proctitis. The patient was treated with mesalazine suppositories and SBI 5 g/day for 14 days. At the follow-up exam, no diarrhea (loose/water stools) or rectal blood was noted. The mesalazine suppositories were discontinued but the patient was continued on the SBI therapy at 5 g/day. At 3 months of SBI therapy, the patient remained asymptomatic. Because the patient was well-managed, no follow up sigmoidoscopy was performed. The patient continues to be asymptomatic and has remained on SBI therapy at 5 g/day for approximately 9 months.

Crohn’s Disease

A 53-year-old Caucasian male (Patient 4) has a history of CD for more than 30 years. The patient has an established Brooke ileostomy and subsequent small bowel resection leaving approximately 150 cm of small bowel. The patient’s complex medical history includes chronic dehydration, short bowel syndrome, nephrolithiasis, and hypomagnesemia requiring routine IM replacement with magnesium sulfate. Additionally, the patient reported chronic pain due to peripheral neuropathy. His medications include 6-mercaptopurine, fentany patch, alprazolam, and omeprazole. Because of concerns regarding his chronic dehydration and high ileostomy output (5 litres/day), a small bowel series was performed revealing a minimal terminal ileitis. SBI 5 g/day was initiated into his therapy regimen with improvements beginning to be seen within 4 weeks. After approximately 10 weeks ileostomy output was reduced from 3.5 liters to 1.2 liters/day and remained consistent while on SBI therapy. Laboratory results at 5 months noted further improvement in creatinine levels from 3.2 to 2.9 mg/dL with further reduction to 2.6 mg/dL after the end of 9 months of therapy. At the end of 7 months of SBI therapy, the patient had an infusaport installed and now receives magnesium sulfate one to two times per month. Given these overall beneficial outcomes, the patient has remained on SBI therapy at 5 g/day for over 9 months and continues this therapy along with his other medications.

A 54-year-old Caucasian male (Patient 5) has a history of CD and a right hemicolectomy for nearly 20 years. The patient failed to respond to infliximab or adalimumab therapy, resulting in intermittent steroid use to manage his symptoms. An MR Enterography noted active small bowel disease which is indicative of his flares with abdominal pain, cramps and diarrhea (loose/water stools). SBI at 5 g BID was incorporated into the patient’s therapy, resulting in a resolution of his abdominal pain and cramps in about 2 weeks. After 3 months, this allowed for a successful taper off of the steroid therapy and replaced with vedolizumab for maintenance therapy without the return of symptoms. The patient has remained on a maintenance dose of SBI 5 g BID and vedolizumab to manage his condition for nearly 8 months.

A 21-year-old Caucasian male (Patient 6) has a 7-year history of CD. The patient has had intermittent exacerbations of his disease characterized by abdominal pain, anorexia, and weight loss. Medications included a maintenance regimen of adalimumab and mesalamine. A work-up on this patient revealed an ileitis as seen on CT scan of the abdomen, and moderately active disease as detected by colonoscopy. SBI at 5 g/day was incorporated into his maintenance regimen. At the 9 month follow-up visit, the patient indicated he was doing well with no recurrent breakthrough symptoms and he had also gained 10 pounds (163 lbs., 5’9”; BMI=22.6). After 15 months, the patient continues to be well maintained on SBI therapy at 5 g/day along with adalimumab and mesalamine.

A 49-year-old Caucasian male (Patient 7) has CD and a right hemicolectomy for nearly 20 years. The patient had no symptoms, thus adalimumab was reduced to biweekly injections and the SBI therapy was continued at 5 g BID, and along with the 6-mercaptopurine, the patient has remained stable on adalimumab and SBI therapy for 9 months.

Discussion

SBI, as a specially formulated product of enriched immunoglobulins, may work through several different mechanisms including binding microbial components. SBI may help foster a stable microbiota allowing for the establishment of a homeostatic immune environment in the intestine to further manage gut barrier function and promote increased nutrient metabolism and utilization [13,15,16,18-20]. Clinically, SBI has been utilized for the management of chronic loose and frequent stools in IBS-D [12], HIV-enteropathy [13], chronic mesenteric ischemia [14] and short bowel syndrome [21]. There is both animal and human evidence that suggests that SBI may be appropriate for use in IBD patients. In an animal model using altered Schaedler flora mice, dextran sulphate sodium (DSS) was used to induce colitis [16]. The addition of SBI attenuated "DSS induced" inflammation in the cecum and colon compared to the control mice. Serum biomarkers for gut inflammation were significantly lower in DDS-induced mice treated with SBI which was correlated through histological measures [16]. This DDS mouse model demonstrated the ability of SBI to minimize the inflammatory effects that can be seen in both CD and UC. A second animal model using wild type and knock out (KO) mdr1a mice, SBI was able to block colon crypt permeability and significantly reduce inflammatory markers (TNF-α, IFN-γ and iNOS RNA expression) which also correlated to a significant reduction in goblet cells and MUC 2 and TFF3 expression in the KO mice [15]. The dietary inclusion of SBI in this IBD model further demonstrated a potential of SBI to restore colonic barrier function. In a refractory UC patient who discontinued adalimumab due to septic arthritis infection after surgery, SBI was able to decrease daily watery stools from 10-15 to 1-2 normal stools after one month of therapy [17]. Additionally,
there were noted improvements in serum laboratory findings (albumin, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and white blood cell count) as well as endoscopic evidence of a normalized colonic mucosa [17]. Given the known human efficacy of SBI in several diverse GI conditions and the potential efficacy noted in IBD animal models, SBI may have a practical application in the dietary management of CD and UC.

In this retrospective review of several clinical cases presented herein, patients had experienced episodes of chronic loose and frequent stools as a result of their IBD, even while on traditional drug therapies, and began to see improvement within 2 weeks after addition of SBI administration. For two of the three UC patients, there was a complete resolution of their loose and watery stools; one patient had a significant reduction in bowel movements from 10-12 soft stools/day to 3-4 formed stools/day. All three patients additionally reported a resolution of their rectal bleeding, while two patients reported a complete reduction of urgency and one patient reported that nocturnal incontinence episodes had ceased. For Patient 2, there was also no further exacerbation of the pouchitis.

For those patients with CD, they too reported an overall improvement in their CD symptoms during the management of their disease when SBI was included. Patient 4 had a decrease in both the ileostomy output and creatinine levels while Patient 6 was able to increase his weight by approximately 10 pounds (6.3% BMI=24.1) as a result of the resolution of his loose, watery stools and presumably increased nutrient uptake and utilization. Patients 5 and 7 were able to modify their CD treatment: Patient 5 was able to reduce his adalimumab injections from weekly to biweekly events and Patient 7 was able to successfully taper off steroid therapy given the resolution of his abdominal pain and cramps. Reductions in drug therapies, especially steroids reduces the chance of side effects associated with long-term use, and for biologics can lead to cost savings for the patient and healthcare system.

All seven of the IBD patients presented here had been treated with conventional drug therapy related to their condition and failed to adequately respond. The initiation of SBI at 5 g once or twice daily resulted in a significant management of their conditions starting in about 2 weeks. The ongoing use of SBI therapy has helped in the continued management of the patients’ chronic condition for up to 15 months without reported side effects. Given the overall improvements in response seen by these patients, long-term therapy will continue to result in a significant management of their conditions.

Endoscopic and histological remission would be valuable to further assess the specific effect of SBI. However, endoscopic procedures and biopsies are not routinely performed on patients in clinical practice settings when patients’ are being adequately managed, lacking exacerbation of their condition, or lacking warning signs that may warrant further endoscopic evaluation. As such, this data is understandably lacking in the presented patients. Additionally, as patients were not removed from other conventional therapies, it is difficult to assess if SBI alone contributed to maintenance of homeostatic immune balance. While it is important to note that spontaneous remissions and exacerbations can occur in IBD, for these patients the addition of SBI enhanced the management of their overall IBD condition by providing distinctive nutrition required in these unique conditions. These clinical observations provide case evidence and justification for additional research to fully understand the utility of this therapeutic medical food in the nutritional management of IBD as well as the application of SBI in the long-term health and management of these patients.

Conclusion

While this report is limited by a small sample size as well as lack of well-controlled research design, these clinical practice cases nonetheless demonstrate that SBI can have an impact on management of chronic loose and frequent stools associated with IBD. Recognizing the potential mechanism of action of SBI along with the clinical observations from these patients for as long as 15 months, SBI may have a practical application as part of the clinical dietary management of IBD. Since these patients have normal diets containing adequate protein content, specially formulated SBI administered at 5 to 10 g of additional protein per day may provide for a distinctive nutritional requirement to support the clinical management of these patients’ unique conditions. These clinical observations provide case evidence and justification for additional research to fully understand the utility of this therapeutic medical food in the nutritional management of IBD as well as the application of SBI in the long-term health and management of these patients.
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